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ABSTRACT 

Despite the popularity of social networks, there is a lack of a systematic way in which different 
social networking services can be categorized, and what users’ expectations and motivations for each 
type of social networking services are. This paper presents a typology of social networking services 
based on prior research of social networks, as well as service literature. Based on the typology, we 
proceed to elaborate on how to provide added value for each type of social networking services.  
 

INTRODUCTION 

Social networking has become increasingly popular worldwide, and emerged as the most popular 
internet activity in recent years. Social networks have profoundly changed how we interact with each 
other, as well as how we use the internet. We use social networks to stay in touch with friends, meet new 
friends, look for jobs, and play games. We share our thoughts, pictures, music and videos online with 
friends and comments on what our friends have posted.  

Despite the many hours we spend on social networking each day, there is a lack of a systematic way 
in which different social networking services can be categorized, and what users’ expectations and 
motivations for each type of social networking services are. A classification scheme of social networking 
services can help us organize academic discussions, understand the difference and similarities among 
various services, and provide more in-depth insights for social networking services. 

The paper proceeds as follows. In the next section, we first identify important characteristics of 
social networking services, building upon prior research on services as well as social networks; we then 
present a typology of social networking activities with the characteristics that we have identified. We 
proceed to examine the value against social networking activities. Last, we provide implications for 
social networking service managers. 

 
CHARACTERISTICS OF SOCIAL NETWORKING SERVICES 

To form a typology of social networking services, we first start by looking at the main 
characteristics of social networking sites. Prior literature identified profile–based versus content-based 
as a major distinction among social networking services[1], which distinguishes SNS into two distinct 
groups with different purposes, nature of information, and nature of connections. 



 
 

Profile-based social networking services are primarily organized around members’ profile pages 
that consist of information about an individual member, and users make connections mainly because 
they are interested in the user behind the profile. Facebook, Twitter, Line, Whatsapp are typical 
examples of profile-based social networking services. Profile-based social networking services are 
centered around the person that’s behind the profile, so topics are more related to the person: what they 
do, what they like, and what they think.  

In content-based social networking services, the user’s profile remains an important way of 
organizing connections, but plays a secondary role to the posting of content, and users make connections 
mainly because they like the content a certain profile provides and want to follow updates of that 
particular profile. Photo-sharing sites Flickr, Instagram, Pinterest and Video-sharing site Youtube are 
examples of this type of service. Table 1 summarizes the differences on these two types of SNS.  

Table 1: Profile-based vs. content-based SNS 

 

   As social networking services are a type of service, it may also be helpful to look at the service 
literature for hints. Customization captures the degree to which the service is customized to satisfy an 
individual’s particular preferences[2]. In the context of social networking services, customization refers 
to the intended audience of the messages posted by users. There are two types of postings: one type is 
customized and intended for a specific person or a small group of audience, for example, leaving a 
comment to a friend, or posting updates to a closed circle of friends; and the other contains messages 
that are broadcast and are intended for everyone that is interested to read, for example, twitter accounts 
by the Wall Street Journal, President Obama or other celebrities. Thus, level of customization captures 
the differences of the intended audience.These services(customized vs broadcast)are depicted in Table 2.  

Table 2: Customized vs. broadcast messages 

 

Profile-based Content-based
Focal point the individual member contents posted

Nature of information  topics are typically related to the
person

discussions and comments are based
around contents posted

Nature of connection
users make connections mainly
because they are interested in the
user behind the profile

users make connections because they like
the contents a certain profile provides

Main purpose developing and maintaining
relationships

sharing and discussing the contents

Examples Facebook, Twitter, Line, Whatsapp Flickr, Instagram, Pinterest,Youtube

Customized messages Broadcast messages

Intended audience  Intended for a specific person or a
small group of audience

 Intended for the general public

Exclusive Yes No

Permission rights Generally with permission
restrictions

No permission restrictions

Examples Facebook comments and private
messages

Twitter postings

http://www.flickr.com/


 
 

We’ve discussed two main sets of characteristics of social networking services by now: 
profile-based versus content-based; and broadcast versus customized messages. Using both these 
characteristics, we establish a two-by-two matrix to further analyze the differences between each type of 
social networking services, the features of each type of services, and what are the most important factors 
that affects the user experiences of each type. 

 
A TAXONOMY ON SOCIAL NETWORK SERVICES 

Using profile-based versus content-based, and customized versus broadcast as the two defining 
features, we create a two-by-two matrix that categorizes the whole range of diverse social networking 
services into four types. Figure 1 shows a social networking services matrix and indicates some of the 
applications or services that fit neatly in one of the four quadrants.  

 
Figure 1. Social networking services matrix 

Social networking services that are profile-based and consist most of customized messages are 
labeled as “Relationship”. It includes services such as Facebook, Linkedin, and mobile APPs such as 
Line and Whatsapp. These profiled-based services usually require two-way confirmation of the 
establishment of a connection, and enable active screening of friends and varying levels of privacy 
protection, and are mostly used for relationship building and maintaining. In these social networks, most 
connections are made by acquaintances, or at least, friends of acquaintances, and people post messages 
on each other’s pages, leave comments on a friend’s photo, or update their status to a closed circle of 
friends. The messages are customized for one person, or a small group of friends, and are functionally 
equivalent to phone calls, emails, and family Christmas letters. Facebook is an example of relationship 
SNS.  

Another kind of profile-based services goes a quite different route.  In the “self-media” type of 



 
 

social networking services, people connect to profile-based accounts that are established by well-known 
organizations, celebrities, or products.  Instead of relying on traditional media channels that are owned 
and operated by media companies, this kind of SNS offers organizations, celebrities, and products the 
chance of managing a social media communication channel owned and operated by themselves. Typical 
examples of this type of services include Twitter, Weibo (The Chinese version of Twitter), and Facebook 
Fan sites. The connection requires only one-way initiation, and there’s very limited screening of 
accounts. People can “follow”, for example, president Obama and get updates whenever he posts on 
Twitter, or the New Agency Reuters, and get the latest breaking news before major television and 
website accounts are available. Similarly, brand managers can also establish fan sites of their products 
and broadcast the latest development of their new product and propagate promotions via self-media on 
Twitter or Facebook fan page. Instead of buying time and pages on TV and newspapers, self-media 
allows government agencies to make announcements freely and as frequently as they want, all at 
minimum cost. For example, the White House twitter account has over 4 million followers, which beats 
the 2.1 million readers for Wall Street Journal’s paper version, the largest newspaper in the U.S. 

For content-based social networking services, those that offer broadcast messages to the whole 
audience are labeled “creative outlets”. These include services that allow people to share their interest, 
creativity, and hobbies with each other, for example, video sharing websites Youtube, picture sharing 
services Instagram, Flickr, and Pinterest, and recipe sharing APP Foodily are all types of creative outlets. 
People post their photos, self-made funny video, or recipes online to share with people with similar 
interest. User can go through the website and follow whoever has the most interesting contents for 
updates, and exchange tips and thoughts with each other. This type of social network services connects 
people based on their creative outputs, and provides a meaning outlet for their creativity, while as the 
same time, provide entertainment and esthetic content for the followers. Figure 2 depicts an example of 
creative-outlet SNS.  

The last type of social network services consist of sites that are content-based, yet provides 
messages that are customized for specific questions or topics. These sites include social question 
answering site Quora, that allow users to ask and answer questions via collaboration, or Reddit, where 
users read and rate news, and discuss hot topics. On these sites, messages are customized for a specific 
question or topic, usually what the previous user has commented or asked, however, people are 
connected mainly because of the content or what they’re interested in, not that they know each other. 
These sites allow users to collaboratively find solutions to answers, get advice for life’s difficult 
situations, try to reach agreement among certain topics, and find the most interesting news and content 
of the day. Thus, we label these sites “collaboration”  

To summarize, different types of social networking services cater to different audiences and meet 
different needs. Table 3 below presents reasons users engage in each type of social networking services. 



 
 

Table 3: Reasons users engage in SNS 

 

 
CONCLUSION 

Social networks are now an integral part of many people’s life, however, there is still a lack of a 
systematic approach to understand how SNS works and how to best serve SNS users. This paper tries to 
address this issue by providing a typology for social networks. We explore social networks from two 
dimensions, profile-based, versus content-based, and customized versus broadcast messages, and 
categorize social networks into four types: relationship, shelf-media, creative-outlet, and collaboration. 
Each type caters to different audiences and meets different needs of their users. We hope that this 
classification scheme of social networking services can help us organize academic discussions, 
understand the difference and similarities among various services, and faciliate more in-depth insights 
for social networking services . 
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